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259 Enjoying the Moment 

The atmosphere in the car was silent. 

Zhang Yi Hai was driving his sister’s car with Bai Qi sitting shotgun and his sister in the back seat. 

Once in a while, Zhang Yi Hai would glance at his sister. However, Zhang Li Xue crossed her arms on her 

chest while looking out the window. 

Zhang Li Xue continued to stay angry. Even with Doctor Bai’s sweet words, Zhang Li Xue remained 

unmoved. 

Her action made both Zhang Yi Hai and Bai Qi anxious. Zhang Yi Hai was especially worried as he was the 

one who had asked Bai Qi to play a match against him. He knew that it wasn’t a fair match, but he still 

chose to bully that man. 

Zhang Yi Hai was feeling especially bad about it. 

Meanwhile, Zhang Li Xue was busy with her own thoughts. She could not help but think that this 

situation was not that bad. 

Earlier, she was still worried about how she was going to tell her brother about her relationship. But 

now that Zhang Yi Hai had done something wrong, he no longer has the advantage. 

Bai Qi’s words may have softened her heart a little, but Zhang Li Xue was planning to stay angry until the 

meal ended. This way, she could also protect Bai Qi from her brother. 

..... 

This feeling was not that bad. 

Of course, both men were unaware of Zhang Li Xue’s plan. Otherwise, Zhang Yi Hai would probably faint 

in anger. 

After driving for a while, Zhang Yi Hai finally pulled over the car at the parking spot. He glanced at the 

mirror and spoke cautiously, “Sister, we have arrived.” 

Zhang Li Xue merely glanced at her brother. Then, she alighted from the vehicle and headed to the 

restaurant without waiting for the men. 

Zhang Yi Hai touched the tip of his nose. It felt as if it has been a long time ago since he had made his 

sister angry. He did not know how to deal with the situation. 

His gaze shifted to Zhang Yi Hai, the person who was abandoned by his sister as well. After a brief 

hesitation, Zhang Yi Hai walked over to Bai Qi and cleared his throat. “Aren’t you my sister’s boyfriend? 

Why didn’t you know how to coax her?” 

Bai Qi heaved a sigh. He too was helpless in this situation. He had tried to coax Zhang Li Xue, but the girl 

was still angry at him. 

This was the first time that this situation had happened and Bai Qi too did not know what he should do. 



Zhang Yi Hai shook his head before he turned around to chase after his sister. 

Bai Qi stood in the parking space for a while. He took out his phone and hesitated. After a while, he sent 

a text to He Rong. Bai Qi knew that he needed some advice to coax his girlfriend. 

Fortunately, his friend replied to his message quickly. 

After reading He Rong’s message, Bai Qi made a call and arranged a few things. Then, he went into the 

restaurant to look for the siblings. 

Zhang Li Xue gave him an unhappy look as he walked in. Her eyes narrowed as she wondered why would 

he come in late. 

“Sorry. I was answering a text,” Bai Qi spoke. 

Zhang Li Xue’s expression softened, thinking that Bai Qi should be answering a text from the hospital. 

Her heart was feeling a little guilty. 

“Sister, let’s order first,” Zhang Yi Hai spoke quickly, hoping to appease his sister before Bai Qi. 

The waiter walked over to their table and took their order. 

Then, the atmosphere turned quiet again. 

Zhang Li Xue looked at the men and tried her best to suppress her laughter. The girl seemed to be 

enjoying this moment a little too much. 

Her heart almost melted upon seeing Bai Qi’s pleading look. However, she decided to strengthen her 

resolve. They both had done something wrong and she needed to punish them a little longer. 

Time passed by and Zhang Li Xue finally heaved a long sigh. “Since both of you know that you have done 

something wrong, then, I will let this matter go. But, the two of you should learn how to play nice.” 

Zhang Yi Hai glanced at Bai Qi. He was still unwilling to play nice with a man that he barely knew... 

However, seeing the threatening look in his sister’s eyes, Zhang Yi Hai could only nod obediently. “Sister, 

I understand.” 

Bai Qi heaved a breath of relief when his girlfriend decided to stop ignoring him. He stretched his hand 

and held Zhang Li Xue’s under the table. 

Fortunately, she no longer pulled away from him. 

A faint smile curled on his lips. Bai Qi held Zhang Li Xue’s hand tighter, not wanting to let her go again. 

The food was quickly served. 

Zhang Yi Hai has been observing his sister for a while and thought that it was now safe for him to speak. 

“Sister, how did you and Brother Bai get together?” 

“Actually, Bai Qi and I met when we were in kindergarten. Then, he moved to S Country with his family,” 

Zhang Li Xue explained. “It was until recently that I remembered that we had gone to the same 

kindergarten.” 



Bai Qi smiled as the memory came to his mind. Seeing that his girlfriend was busy telling her brother 

about how they met, Bai Qi took the opportunity to help her put her favorite chicken wings on her plate. 

He did not interrupt while the siblings were talking. Bai Qi sat quietly as he continued to serve Zhang Li 

Xue her food. 

Of course, Zhang Yi Hai was observing his every move. 

The way that Bai Qi was looking at his sister surprised him a little bit. It was as if there was no one else in 

Bai Qi’s eyes other than his sister. 

Zhang Yi Hai still did not accept Bai Qi as his sister’s boyfriend. At this time, he decided to keep his eyes 

on Bai Qi. If this man made a mistake, then, he would not hesitate to remove him from his sister’s side. 

 


